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Kirito has wound up in another mysterious fantasy world again. In this VRMMO-ish place, the first

person he meets is the young boy Eugeo. Kirito can hardly believe Eugeo's an NPC when seeing

his rich emotions and thoughts and ends up heading to the capital, Centria. Two years later, Kirito

and Eugeo have become First Order initiates of the North Centria Imperial Discipline Sword

Academy and have been taken under the wing of their seniors, Soltirina and Golgoth. As they train

and learn, they do nothing but strive to become one of the highest keepers of peace and order in

the human realm, the Integrity Knights. Aiming to reach the center of the Axiom Church that controls

the capital, the two break past numerous obstacles to try and become one of the elite Greater

Master Swordsmen, a title that only twelve people lay claim to in the whole academy!
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Reki Kawahara is an award winning author best known for his light novel series, Sword Art Online

and Accel World.

A fantastic light novel

Fantastic. I think 9 was better though.



Loved it.

My son love them.

The first Alicization novel was very good, though slow paced; setting up a lot of the plot for the

coming arc. That being said, I still enjoyed Alicization Beginning, but Alicization Running is definitely

where things get going.I had figured the rest of the series would take place heavily within Rath's

world, but quite a bit of the story follows Asuna and the gang out in the real world. If you have not

read Alicization Beginning, then STOP and go read that.Spoilers (from the first book) coming...We

left Kazuto in a precarious position in the previous book. In this book, more light is shed on his

condition and the ill fated series of events leading to his brief demise and miraculous recovery. Of

course we know he's still in Rath and we know that time is passing more quickly within the system

than outside... but we know little else. It seems that there are mysterious forces behind the scenes,

and Asuna Yuuki is going to do her best to discover the truth.Last book left us with Kirito and Eugeo

deciding to head to Centoria to become Holy Knights and discover the whereabouts of Alice. What

they don't know is that the journey to becoming a Holy Knight is not easy, and there are many

obstacles to overcome along the way. Plus Kirito seems to be at a major disadvantage within Rath

since he doesn't quite know the rules yet. It seems that it isn't the same as the SAO model (which

was used in GGO and ALO), so things aren't quite working out the same for him. We also are

introduced to new allies and adversaries.So what I love about this series is how Kawahra's writing is

so fluid and the translation is so top notch. With the exception of an occasional "anyways" (which I

hate!), the writing and translation are flawless and Yen Press should be very proud of their team.

The books have gotten more complex and definitely seem to have more content and stuffing that

the earlier SAO books. Plus, this series seems to have more of that original arc magic, way more

akin to the SAO arc than ALO or GGO.I think the arc is off to a great start. Read Alicization

Beginning (it gets slow at times but suffer through), and then things really get going here!

i think it is very good , I'm very pleased with this product. It was affordable, and it cuts great. I was

replacing an extremely dull chef's product that I couldn't seem to get sharp. This product has been a

welcome change. excellent. the price is cheap and the quality is high. Received as described.
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